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Preface 
by Barry Wallenstein

This is not the fi rst gathering of songs of love and admira-
tion dedicated to Enid Dame. A year after she died in 2003, 
poems, tribute essays, and personal memories appeared 
throughout the 2004 [# 50], issue of Home Planet News, the 
journal she founded and edited along with her life’s partner 
and husband, Donald Lev.  This new collection, For Enid with 
Love, was conceived in 2007 by Donald Lev with the assistance 
of the poet D. H. Melhem. Herein are essays of personal re-
membrance, individual appreciations of her artistry, poems 
written in her memory, and some written especially for the 
occasion of this book.  A good number of these pieces were 
written by people who never met Enid but were moved by 
her art and the story of her life.  

This is actually a festschrift, a festival of writings, which the dic-
tionary defi nes as a “volume for presentation to a well-known 
scholar on the occasion of her attaining a certain age, pin-
nacle of her career, retirement.” Enid achieved her pinnacle 
and retired too soon. Although she did teach, and some of 
the testimony here is by colleagues who praise her teaching, 
she was other than a “well-known scholar.” But as she was a 
student and poet of midrash, she lived her scholarship and 
made the most moving, most humane art out of her deeply 
felt learning. While collecting the materials for this tribute 
book, it has been supremely rewarding to get to know better 
this writer, poet, and teacher.  

I met Enid when she was a student at CCNY and attending 
one of the early Annual Spring Poetry Festivals. Enid read 
her poems at this event and returned each spring to partici-
pate—as did (and does) Donald. Her inimitable voice and 
warm-spirited humor radiated in her poems and her life.  

This feeling of being moved by her presence and delight-
fully informed by her life’s work, is revisited and revealed in 
each of the contributions here. The cumulative effect of this 
gathering of encomiums should bring Enid back alive as only 
language and art can do.
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In many ways, her poetry is about the life cycle, including of 

course endings. Midway in her fi rst book Between Revolutions 
(1977), the poem “Trouble with Endings” begins: “I have/ 

trouble with endings./ Remember the time/ we fought 

about/ the working class?” Well, Enid was fi ercely engaged 

all the way through, as an artist and as a political activist, and 

she struggled against the terrible reality, prefi gured in this 

poem near its close—“The ending/ we weren’t prepared 

for/ swallows us whole.” The poem closes with a rhetorical 

question, “What will we become/ in the ocean’s belly?” All 

the thoughts, observations, and feelings present in this col-

lection attest to what Enid Dame has become—a living pres-

ence in lives of those who discover her work, as much as in 

the minds and hearts of those who knew her. Alicia Ostriker, 

who expresses this thought best in the conclusion of her es-

say, “Enid Dame: Midrashic Prophet”:

Her midrashic writing is a tree of life sprouting 
through disasters.  Her writing as a whole  is sharp-
ly political without being simple-minded, passion-
ate and humane without sacrifi cing playfulness.  
May her work continue to ripple out her lefty spirit 
of truth and compassion and comedy and justice 
and life.  May it live and be healthy.
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